
 

Using Light as Decoration for Your Living Room and Home Theatre  
As technology evolves, interior décor also evolves to soothe the sensibilities of everyone from urbanites 
to suburban family units seeking a certain touch of luxury. While technology is seamlessly incorporated 
into interior design, one crucial component remains unchanged – the importance of light as decoration. 

Light brings life and illumination to every room, but it can sometimes pose a problem when you’re 
watching the big game, or settling in for a movie. Some may think they have to live with glare, or enclose 
themselves in dark basement dens to enjoy their technology, but modern window treatments can balance 
both beauty and functionality. 

Optimal Systems for Light Management 

Functional window fashions take advantage of light so rooms can be swathed in natural beauty, but also 
control it so darkness can be achieved when watching your favourite television show or movie with the 
family. Hunter Douglas, an innovation leader in shades and blinds, has created several lines of beautiful 
window treatments that marry beauty and functionality. 

Ensuring Privacy Throughout the Day 

Light is beautiful, but it should be let into the home in such a way that allows you to manage privacy. 
Hunter Douglas Luminette® Privacy Sheers have the look of beautiful sheer drapery panels, and the 
added bonus of vertical fabric vanes that rotate to provide unlimited light control and privacy options. 

Creating Different Moods for Morning and Night 

Modern window treatments utilize technology to adjust themselves automatically and create the perfect 
room ambiance for any time of day. PowerView® Motorization from Hunter Douglas allows homeowners 
to move window treatments to predetermined positions, and then control and schedule them with an 
intuitive PowerView App. For example, long-term exposure from direct sunlight can be damaging to your 
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home’s artwork. With predetermined positioning you can allow for the right amount of light to enter your 
home, while preserving your beautiful pieces of art. 

Blackout Technology 

True technophiles want window designs that support their viewing habits. Whether you’re creating a 
theatre-like movie-watching experience or getting ready to watch the big game, Hunter Douglas’ Duette® 
LightLock™ system ensures you never miss a moment. With innovative U-shaped side channels that 
feature a black, ridged interior surface you’ll be able to achieve unparalleled darkness. 

Creating a Theatre Experience at Home 

Advanced theatre systems with smart TVs and surround sound deserve the best viewing environment. 
Designer roller shades from Hunter Douglas satisfy techie desires while creating an immersive home 
theatre experience. 

Window fashions provide interior inspiration and bring style and function to every room in the home. More 
tips on the latest light control options in window treatments for living rooms and home theatres can be 
found at www.hunterdouglas.ca. 
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